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Abstract
We discuss the early insertion of formal analyses in distributed malware defense evaluation, and provide an example method for applying an executable rewriting logic specification to drive both simulation and property validation
of a collaborative group-based worm defense. An important aspect of the algorithm under consideration is its distributed and probabilistic nature, which makes the defense
system harder to attack but unfortunately also complicates
the ability of designers to fully understand its behavioral
properties. We demonstrate one approach to formally analyze our case study worm defense algorithm, employing
tools that facilitate both statistical simulation and property
validation. Our approach is posed as complementary to the
current practice of informal design specification and evaluation through network simulation.

1

Introduction

With the increasing importance and complexity of distributed malware defense systems, the application of formal
methods for understanding the dynamics of such systems
early in their design could prove highly valuable. However,
to date formal analyses of malware defense algorithms have
been extremely limited, with the vast majority of designers
relying on informal or pseudocode specifications, network
simulation, and functional testing to assess their designs.
One obstacle to the application of formal methods in this
area is the difficulty in determining a proper formalism to
apply when evaluating a given malware defense algorithm.
If an underlying formalism such as Petri nets or discretetime Markov chains is selected, it may be costly to switch
to a different formalism in cases where another formalism is
later determined to be more appropriate in assessing certain
algorithm properties.
We present an approach to applying formal methods to
the design of malware defenses using rewriting logic [12].
Rewriting logic allows an early insertion of formal methods,
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while not restricting the designer to a narrow formalism. It
has been shown that different mathematical models can be
naturally expressed in rewriting logic [11, 12]. Formalisms
based on rewriting logic can be concise, relatively intuitive,
and well suited for specifying distributed concurrent systems with asynchronous communication in play. Rewriting
logic specifications are executable in a rewriting-logic language, such as Maude [8], which allows one to simulate and
adjust a malware defense specification over various attack
scenarios very early in the design life cycle. When the designer is satisfied with the specification, an appropriate narrower formalism with a known representation in rewriting
logic can be used to assist in proving various critical properties or to identify logical inconsistencies not discernible
through simulation. Maude itself supports assistance for
formal proofs in rewriting logic [7].
Once a formalism is selected, another important question
is how to analyze the system during early development. A
desirable method should be “lightweight,” in that it should
allow the designer to focus on the defense algorithm and its
parameters. We prefer methods that allow us to rapidly assess key behavioral properties and iterate the defense model
under various operating assumptions, and to invest efforts
in more complex formal validation procedures only later,
when the design space is narrowed. For our application
of a malware defense system, we propose a simulationbased approach with a temporal quantitative language QuaTEx [1], which we explain is well suited to quantitatively
assessing the behavior of stochastic systems, such as malware defense protocols under a distributed attack.
To illustrate our methodology we consider a case study
involving a probabilistic worm defense algorithm. The primary contribution of this paper is to demonstrate a formal
approach to analyzing the behavioral properties of this peerbased distributed stochastic system in a malware defense
context, and to illustrate the types of security properties that
we believe are applicable, here and with other malware defense algorithms, to investigation through formal analyses
rather than simulation.

The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 introduces
the illustrative worm defense system; Section 3 explains
how this system can be specified using Maude rewriting
logic; Section 4 explains how a property can be specified
in QuaTEx and how it can be statistically analyzed using
VeStA; Section 5 discusses example properties and introduces a property which cannot be inferred from analysis of
a propagation curve; finally, Section 6 presents our findings
while shaping our algorithm and provides technical results.

2

An Example Worm Defense System

To motivate our presentation, we briefly present an example, previously published, group-based worm defense algorithm [4]. Our intent here is to describe the basics of the
algorithm to drive our formal modeling discussion, and refer the reader to the publication for more information regarding the algorithm details and efficacy arguments.
Under this group defense algorithm, local area networks
(LANs) collaborate in groups, where each LAN’s egress
router informs its group partners when it produces local
alerts associated with potential worm infection activity.
When a LAN receives corroborating worm reports from N
or more sources, it enters a defensive filtering posture. The
algorithm is similar to the peer alert sharing protocols presented in [2] and [13], but here alert production is driven
by a connection rate-limiting system, such as that presented
in [16]. Our connection rate-limiting component produces
an alarm when it observes an internal host that attempts to
connect to more than a threshold number of unique IP addresses per unit time. Connections to new hosts that exceed
the threshold are dropped at the egress router until the next
time interval. One benefit of this combined defense strategy
observed in closed-network simulations is that while peersharing algorithms are fundamentally subject to defeat by
rapid worm propagation, the connection rate-limiting system that produces the alerts also effectively slows overall
worm propagation speed well enough to ensure that peer
corroboration takes effect.
Upon receiving a sufficient number of corroborating
worm infection alarms from itself or peers, an egress router
has the capacity to switch into a defensive posture (a filtering mode that drops all packets that are assumed correlated with the majority of peer alerts). To arrive at a
sufficiently abstract model, we do not specify how to accomplish filtering, but we attribute a cost to filtering and
preclude the defense algorithm from simply staying in the
defensive posture. Other researchers are developing automatic signature generation systems such as EarlyBird [15]
and Autograph [9], which could be used for filtering in an
implementation of this scheme.
We model a LAN as a graph of local host nodes with
one egress node, and multiple LAN are interconnected to
each other via their egress nodes. The overall group defense

scheme is modeled as the parallel, asynchronous, deployment of a LAN defense algorithm that is embedded in each
egress node. Each LAN defense algorithm instantiation independently progresses through several potential phases at
each time interval: local worm detection, peer-group formulation, alert publication, and security posture updating.
During the detection phase, the egress node may observe
local rate-limit violations at some end nodes, generating a
local alert for each violation. During group formulation, the
egress node produces a group set of size G from the set of
participating peer LANs. The group-forming algorithm is
designed to ensure a fair distribution of alerts among the
collaborating population. At each time interval, an egress
node forwards an alert to its peer group if it has produced at
least one local worm alert during the current time interval.
The egress node also receives alerts from other peer LANs
and increments a current local alert level metric a, based on
the number of local and remote alerts received. Each alert
increments a by a parameterized severity value. The
severity metric can be adjusted depending on how much
or how little corroboration the LAN is required to establish
before it will enter a defensive posture. a is decayed by a
parameterized value per subsequent time intervals. When
a exceeds the threshold value α,the egress node imposes
filtering on all incoming packets that match the filtering criteria. α is calculated as severity × r, where r indicates
the amount of corroboration required before enabling filters.
This filtering posture is maintained for the number of time
intervals required to enable the decay function to bring a
back to zero.

3

Worm Defense Specification in Rewriting
Logic

We now outline some key Maude features relevant for
specifying the above collaborative defense system. A distributed system configuration is modeled in Maude as a collection of concurrent objects and messages that behave according to a set of rewrite rules describing the behavior of
individual objects. Maude allows the declaration of node
objects with the following syntax:
[ identifier | attr_1 : Type_1, ...,
attr_N : Type_N ]

where identifier is a natural number, attr_1, . . ., attr_N
are attribute names of types Type_1, . . ., Type_N. An example node in the node object set looks like
[ 7 | infected : true, alerts : 5,
alertLevel : 2 ]

This represents an example node with identifier 7, having
three attributes: infected, alerts, and alertLevel
with the corresponding values. In the actual implementation
we have several other necessary attributes.

Synchronous and asynchronous communication has a
natural representation in rewriting logic. For simplicity we
use synchronous communication to model the worm propagation process. A rewrite rule for such a propagation involves two nodes and has the following syntax:
rl[O

|infecting: true, infected: true,
filtering: false, attrSet ]
[O’ |infecting: true, infected: false,
filtering: false, attrSet ]
=>
[O |infecting: true, infected: true,
filtering : false, attrSet ]
[O’ |infecting: true, infected: true,
filtering: false, attrSet ]

This rule specifies the infection event of the node with the
identifier O’ by the infected node with the identifier O, neither of which filtering. More precise infection models can
be specified by using asynchronous communication and introducing time and messages with arrival times in the system.
Another important aspect of the rewriting logic formalism is its probabilistic variant. A probabilistic rewrite rule
[1, 10] and a non-probabilistic rewrite rule together can be
used to specify the propagation action of a random search
worm:
prl[O |infecting: true, infected: true,
infect: O’’, attrSet ]
=>
[O |infecting: true, infected: true,
infect: O’, attrSet] with
probability O’:=uniformDist(IDSet)
rl[O

|infecting: true, infected: true,
infect: O’, attrSet ]
[O’ |infected: false, attrSet’ ]
=>
[O |infecting: true, infected: true,
infect: O’, attrSet ]
[O’ |infected: true, attrSet’ ]

In the first rule, the identifier of the node to be infected is
chosen randomly and uniformly from the set IDSet of all
possible node identifiers. The construction prl is a part of
the PMaude specification language which is a probabilistic
extension of Maude. The formal semantics of PMaude has
been described in [1].
The defense system goes through four main phases at
each clock cycle: alert production, peer-group formulation, alert publication, and security posture management
(i.e., deciding whether incoming alert notifications warrant the enabling of egress filters). We now explain how
each phase of our algorithm is specified in rewriting logic.
During the detection phase, the egress node’s connection rate limiter detects violations of its threshold with a
certain probability. An example rewrite rule, in which

detectionProbability is assumed to be known, is
expressed as follows:
prl[O |infected : true, detected: X,
attrSet ]
=>
[O |infected : true, detected: Y,
attrSet ] with probability
Y:=bernulli(detectionProbability)

The next phase is the group forming phase. During this
phase each node forms its group randomly. The rewrite rule
to form a group may look like
cprl[O |group: L, attrSet ]
=>
[O |group: O’;L, attrSet ]
with probability O’:=uniform(IDSet)
if size(L) < F

where L is the list of group member identifiers separated by
semicolons, and cprl is a conditional probabilistic rewrite
rule. The rule is applied repeatedly until the group size has
reached F.
The third phase is alert publication, in which each egress
node that detected a local rate-limit violation distributes an
alert to the members of its selected peer group. An example
rewrite rule specifying this process is
rl[O

|infected: true, detected: true,
group: O’;L ]
[O’ |alerts: alertNum, attrSet ]
=>
[O |infected: true, detected: true,
group: L ]
[O’ |alerts: alertNum + 1, attrSet ]

where O’;L is the list of identifiers of the alert group of the
node O. The rule is applied repeatedly until all identifiers
are consumed by the rule application, increasing the alert
levels of those peer nodes in the group.
The last phase for the egress node is that of security posture management. Here, each egress node must independently decide whether to enter or exit the defensive posture
based on its current alert level. An example rewrite rule to
capture this logic is
rl[O |alert: alertLevel,
filtering: currentStatus, attrSet ]
=>
[O |filtering:
if alertLevel == alpha
then true
else if alertLevel == 0
then false
else currentStatus
fi
fi, attrSet ]

where alpha is the alert threshold for nodes to enter the
defensive posture.

QuaTEx : percentInfected (percentage, count) =
if count = 0 then percentInfectedInState()
else if percentInfectedInState() > percentage
then
(percentInfected (percentInfectedInState(), timeSpan))
else
(percentInfected (n, count − 1))
Querry : E[percentInfected (0, timeSpan)]

Figure 1. Example Quatex Expression

4

Statistical Analysis

Among its advantages, a Maude rewriting specification
is also an executable logical specification, allowing us to
reason about our egress node logic in distributed, concurrent, and asynchronously communicating network deployment scenarios [11]. To aid our evaluation of the groupcollaborative defense logic, Maude provides facilities to
support this evaluation by allowing us to specify desirable
program properties, and a mechanism to assist in their verification. Here, we present the QuaTEx [1] language as our
method for specifying several desired algorithm properties,
and statistical model checking supported by the VeStA tool
[14] to help us validate these properties.

4.1

QuaTEx

The most commonly known way to state properties over
paths in stochastic systems is with probabilistic temporal
logics (PTLs). However, PTLs are somewhat restrictive:
they are limited to true or false evaluations for a given path
of the system, whereas one might want to quantify and compare various path traversal results. For this reason we use
the QuaTEx language [1]; the name stands for Quantitative Temporal Expressions. The language is supported by
the VeStA tool [14], which has an interface to PMaude and
enables one to model check PMaude specifications against
QuaTEx properties.
The primary objective of QuaTEx is to generalize probabilistic temporal logic formulas from Boolean-valued expressions to real-valued expressions. The Boolean interpretation is preserved as a special case using the real numbers 0 and 1. As usual, QuaTEx has state expressions
that are evaluated on states, and (real-valued) path expressions that are evaluated on computation paths. The notion of state predicates is now generalized to that of state
functions, which can evaluate quantitative properties of a
state. QuaTEx is particularly expressive, and includes an
ability to define recursive expressions. In this way, only
the next operator
and conditional branching if Bexp then
Pexp else Pexp0 fi, with Bexp Boolean and Pexp,Pexp0 path
expressions are needed to define more complex operators,
such as the until U of probabilistic computational tree logic
(PCTL) and of continuous stochastic logic (CSL) [3], and
the CSL-bounded until U ≤T . More details regarding Qua-

TEx and its semantics can be found in [1]. Figure 1 illustrates one of the QuaTEx expressions evaluated for our case
study. This expression is evaluated on computation paths,
and captures the number of infected nodes at the time when
the number of infected nodes has stabilized. If this formula,
percentInfectedInState() is the state function that maps the
current Maude state to the percentage of infected nodes at
the current time tick.
When translated to the VeStA syntax, the QuaTEx
query above instructs VeStA to compute the mathematical expectation of the number of infected nodes after the worm reaches its full saturation. The typical
shape of the worm growth dynamics suggests that at this
point in time, the system reaches an equilibrium. We
define the equilibrium as the point in time at which
the number of infected nodes has not changed for a
timeSpan number of ticks. The recursive-over-time function percentInfected (percentage, count) provides the percentage of infected nodes at the end of the simulation. The
simulation ends when there have been no new nodes infected for the predefined time timeSpan.

4.2

VeStA

VeStA is a tool that performs statistical analysis on a
probabilistic system by evaluating QuaTEx expressions on
computation paths obtained by Monte Carlo simulations.
When two parameters α and δ are provided to the tool,
VeStA responds with a real number v, which is the estimated value of the expression with a (1 − α)100% confidence interval bounded by δ. Depending on the tightness of
the parameters, VeStA may need a greater or smaller number of sample runs to compute such a value. An example
output of the command above has the following form:
Sample count = 1885
Result: 0.2885941
Run time: 6291.132 seconds

It shows the number of paths VeStA needed to obtain the
result with the confidence interval, the result itself, and the
running time in seconds.

5

Design Goals of a Worm Defense

The evaluation and comparison of the emerging number
of worm defense approaches remains a research challenge.
In a discussion of the need for formalizing evaluation and

Quatex : maxSpeed (speed , percentage, count) =
if count = 0 then speed
else if percentInfectedInState() − percentage > speed
then
maxSpeed (percentInfectedInState() − percentage,
percentInfectedInState(), timeSpan)
else
maxSpeed (speed , percentage, count − 1)
Querry : E[maxSpeed (0, 0, timeSpan)]

Figure 2. Maximal Worm Propagation Speed
comparison criteria, [6] observes that today the evaluation
of worm defense strategies centers nearly exclusively on the
impact that the defense has on the infection growth rate.
However, in many cases this is a less than distinguishing
metric as many schemes show similar dynamics. Here, we
evaluate classical worm defense properties such as the infection growth rate, but also augment our evaluation with
properties inspired by [6]. All properties discussed next are
stated in QuaTEx, along with text statement of the property.
We do not present the infection growth rate graph itself, but
rather estimate the three key parameters of its curve. We
present two types of properties: (i) values that are possible
to infer from infection growth curves, and (ii) values that
cannot be inferred from infection growth curves.

5.1

Properties Based on Infection Growth
Curves

We consider a particular type of worm propagation
curve, which occurs in the simulations of our defense algorithm and our worm model. The shape of the curve is
sigmoidal (S-curve), with rapid growth followed by the epidemic reaching its equilibrium. Three values characterize
curves of this type visually: the total infection percentage at
saturation, the maximal propagation speed, and the time at
which saturation is reached.
Property 1 Estimated number of infected hosts after the
worm has reached its full saturation.
The QuaTEx query for Property 1 was presented in the previous section, Figure 1.
Property 2 The maximal worm propagation speed measured as a percentage of nodes per tick infected during the
greatest infection spike is expressed in Figure 2.
Property 3 The expectation of the time point when the
worm has reached its full saturation is expressed in Figure
3.

5.2

A Property Independent from Infection Growth Curves

Most contemporary worm defense design assessments
concentrate on infection growth impact, which provides a

direct insight into the overall protection effectiveness of the
defense, but does not capture issues such as the cost associated with defensive filtering, overhead of communications,
or local impact to infection resistance for a participating or
nonparticipating LAN. We propose a property inspired by
[6] and generalized in QuaTEx spirit:
Property 4 Estimated percentage of uninfected nodes in
the nondefensive posture after the worm has reached saturation is expressed in Figure 4.

6

Analysis of Properties and Discussion

When analyzing Property 1, we observed that gaining
high confidence in the analysis requires a large number of
runs. This means that the distribution of the random variable under consideration has a large deviation. From this
we can infer that the number of infected hosts may vary
significantly from run to run. For each run, our system
prints out the initial random seed used and the results obtained. This permits us to reconstruct problematic runs by
using the same initial random seed for the forensic analysis.
In doing so we discovered that since each node chooses its
peers at random from the whole population, in some cases
the population is not covered uniformly. Thus, some nodes
do not get enough alerts to reliably enter the defensive posture in time. That is, uneven coverage of the network leads
to the concern that if all nodes happen to cover only a particular part of the network, then the excluded nodes do not
get enough alerts to enter the defensive posture in time. The
probability of this situation is not high, but it is also not very
difficult to avoid the problem.
In light of this finding, we adjusted our group selection mechanism to ensure uniform fair coverage of LANs
in groups. In our solution, at every tick one node with
low probability becomes a leader. The leader assigns alert
groups to the rest of the population such that the coverage
is highly uniform. The proposed approach has two benefits:
the leader cannot be located ahead of time, and the burden
of assigning groups is uniformly distributed throughout the
network. The importance of refreshing one’s alert groups
is demonstrated in [5], which discovered multiple counterquarantine worm propagation strategies that exploit static
group structures.

Quatex : satTime(percentage, count) =
if count = 0 then time()
else if percentInfectedInState() > percentage
then
satTime(percentInfectedInState(), timeSpan)
else
satTime(percentage, count − 1)
Querry : E[satTime(0, timeSpan)]

Figure 3. Time to Full Saturation
After fixing the unevenness in the population coverage
we tried to vary the false negative rate. We found that the
number of infected nodes is very sensitive to this parameter
when the whole saturation occurs. The number of infected
nodes rapidly grew when we stated the false negative rate
higher than 5 percent. This can be explained by the fact that
this particular algorithm is very sensitive to the time when
infected nodes enter the defensive posture, where early entry can significantly hinder an emerging worm. However,
this may be unrealistic in general, illustrating that simulations may point to potentially important parameters of the
system, and suggesting a need for more study of this phenomenon.

6.1

Experimental Setting

We used VeStA to query properties described in the previous sections. The parameter α was set to 0.01 and the parameter δ was set to 0.05. The choice of α means that if the
computation of values is repeated, they will be in the same
confidence interval with probability 99%. Given an output
v of the algorithm, the confidence interval is computed as
[v(1−δ), v/(1−δ)]. The worm model was a random search
worm, which tries to infect a machine at each tick. These
parameters are summarized in the following table:
Name
tS
α
δ

Meaning
Infection plateau time to declare saturation
Confidence level
Confidence interval

Value
10
99%
0.05

The parameters of the defense system include the number of egress nodes, group size, the severity and corroboration metrics, and alpha, and were explained in Section 2.
These parameters, along with the modeled false positive and
negative alert rates per tick (we employed a Bernoulli distribution), are summarized in the following table:
Name
N
G
s
r
αt = s ∗ r
pf p
pf n

Meaning
number of nodes
group size
severity
corroboration
alert threshold
false positive alert rate
false negative alert rate

Value
10
4
3
2
6
0.1
0.05

The worm saturation was defined as the infection percentage stability during 10 ticks. Our model simulations and
property validations were conducted on a Linux workstation, with two Pentium 4 Xeon processors and 16Gbs of
memory.

6.2

Technical Results

We obtained the following results when computing the
proposed properties using the experimental setting described in the previous section. The results were obtained
using a version of the algorithm with heuristics for uniform
peer selection described earlier.
• Property 1. The percentage of infected hosts after
saturation lies in the confidence interval [0.27, 0.30].
The computation took about 100 minutes, requiring the
generation of about 1800 paths.
• Property 2. The propagation speed of the worm during its maximum infection spike was measured as a
percentage of newly infected nodes per tick, with the
confidence interval [0.14, 0.15]. The computation of
the property took about 20 minutes, requiring the generation of about 300 paths.
• Property 3. The expected time to saturation lies in
the confidence interval [14.0, 15.5]. The computation
of the confidence interval took about 16 minutes and
required the generation of about 200 paths.
• Property 4. The percentage of uninfected nonfiltering
hosts lies in the confidence interval [0.53, 0.58]. The
computation took about 50 minutes and required the
generation of about 800 paths.

6.3

Scalability

To address the scalability issue we looked at the dependence of Property 3 to the number of nodes in the system
when keeping the ratio (group size / number of nodes) constant. The results show very low dependence of the saturation time on the number of nodes, and are summarized as
follows:

Quatex : notInfectedNonFiltering(percentage, count) =
if count = 0 then NotInfectedNonFilteringInState()
else if percentInfectedInState() > percentage
then
notInfectedNonFiltering(percentInfectedInState(), timeSpan)
else
notInfectedNonFiltering(percentage, count − 1)
Querry : E[satTime(0, timeSpan)]

Figure 4. Estimated Saved Population
Number of Nodes, N
Group size, G
Saturation time
Computation time (hours)
Paths generated

7

10
4
14.73
0.31
240

50
20
15.08
4.41
2125

70
28
15.34
6.83
2625

100
40
16.65
18
4230

Conclusion

We present a formalism and evaluation procedure
for examining the behavioral properties of distributed
malware defense algorithms. While we have demonstrated our approach using an example collaborative
peer-based worm defense, we believe that our method and
proposed properties are highly applicable to a number
of published malware defense schemes. We suggest an
iterative evaluation procedure consisting of three key steps:
design specification, property statement, and property
analysis. As the formal basis for the first one we have
demonstrated the use of rewriting logic; for the second
process we employed QuaTEx; and for the third process
we employed VeStA together with Maude. We have
presented an example specification, four example evaluation properties, the numerical results obtained through our
process, and our general experiences in using this approach.
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